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The recent confirmation hearing of Jonathan Kanter as head of the U.S.
Department of Justice Antitrust Division confirms that companies increasingly
will have to navigate the intersection of environmental, social and corporate
governance initiatives and antitrust law.

 
Sen. Mike Lee of Utah, the ranking Republican on the U.S. Senate's
Subcommittee on Competition Policy, Antitrust and Consumer Rights, asked
Kanter whether antitrust agencies should inquire as to whether a merger
affects ESG policies.

 
Kanter replied: "I don't see situations where ESG policies that are unrelated to
competitive issues are relevant to antitrust enforcement." The implication is
that companies will need to assess whether ESG policies are unrelated to
competition and prepare accordingly for merger reviews and other agency
investigations.

 
This article will set this development in context by explaining the tensions
between ESG and antitrust law. It will then describe concrete strategies that
companies can take to fulfill their goals while mitigating antitrust risk in global
operations, strategic acquisitions, interactions with competitors, and
customer/supplier relationships.

 
The Pursuit of ESG Goals

 
It seems weekly, if not daily, that the expectations of investors, shareholders,
consumers, employees and regulators that companies address ESG-related
risks in their operations and value chains increases exponentially.

 
The broad range of areas subsumed within ESG — including climate and energy, diversity, pay equity,
cybersecurity, forced labor, and ethical business practices — have turned up the heat on company
management and boards to proactively identify and address how those risks surface in their own
businesses.

 
Further complicating this challenging environment is the lack of a uniform or consistent set of metrics
and standards for companies to follow. In an effort to address these challenges and remain
competitive, companies may confer with industry players in an effort to define a rational path
forward.

 
Regulators globally also are increasingly focused on ESG efforts. In the U.S., the Biden administration
has taken a whole-of-government approach to ESG, in particular regarding climate risk.

 
Since March, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission has:

 

Approved Nasdaq's board diversity rule;
 

Established its first-ever ESG senior policy adviser, Satyam Khanna;
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Formed a task force for ESG and climate that is looking into potential inconsistencies between
a company's formal filings and other public statements as to its ESG commitments; and

Planned to initiate a rulemaking to address potential ESG disclosure requirements.

It is no wonder, therefore, that Kanter was asked about his views on the potential

intersection of antitrust and ESG.
 

In Europe, the European Commission is expected to approve its proposed Directive

that places material obligations on corporates to conduct due diligence on, address

and disclose ESG related risks in their operations and their value chains — upstream

and downstream.
 

Several member states already have passed, or are seriously considering, similar

legislation. Recognizing the tension between these increasing obligations on

companies and antitrust exposure, Executive Vice-President and Commissioner for

Competition Margrethe Vestager recently stated that Europe's Green Deal, which is

designed to make Europe the first climate-neutral continent by 2050, entails a green

competition policy. 
 

She endeavored to set forth guidance to the marketplace on how competition rules

work with green policies. "Competition helps to make our economy greener," she

said.
 

In U.S. competition law, the Federal Trade Commission has started asking questions

about the effects of strategic transactions on ESG policies. Those questions have

drawn praise from the ESG community, which worries that antitrust law hinders ESG

efforts.
 

Those questions also have drawn the attention, though, of some in the bar, who

worry that such concerns are not related to competition under U.S. law, and some

members of Congress, who have criticized this approach as inconsistent with
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governing U.S. Supreme Court precedents that require a focus on competition.

These members of Congress also have criticized the FTC for creating a discrepancy

in government review of mergers, because the FTC shares jurisdiction over mergers

with the Antitrust Division of the DOJ but the Antitrust Division does not appear to

be asking these ESG-related questions,
 

Antitrust Law: Evolution in the EU and Status Quo in the U.S.  
 

These recent regulatory efforts to support ESG policies arise in the context of

widespread agreement that antitrust law generally is skeptical of cooperation among

competitors on matters that could affect the price and quality of goods and services

and that cooperation on environmental issues could run afoul of the antitrust laws.
 

Indeed, the EU has imposed significant fines in just this sort of fact pattern — where

large consumer product manufacturers agreed amongst themselves to change their

products together to reduce their environmental impact. Similarly, the Antitrust

Division opened an investigation in the transportation industry on a related theory in

the past few years.
 

At the same time, not all cooperation among competitors in this space runs afoul of

the law. Vestager, in particular, stated directly that "many sustainability agreements

just don't harm competition." She further outlined three situations in the EU that

she does not view as problematic under a cost-benefit balancing test because they

ultimately benefit consumers:
 

First, "a sustainability agreement could benefit consumers simply because a more sustainable
product is also a better one;"

 
Second, "the benefit for consumers might come from knowing that they're doing their bit for
the environment"; and

 
Third, "when an agreement helps society as a whole — like an agreement to cut the pollution
or carbon emissions from a product."
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U.S. antitrust agencies have not gone this far in approving of competitor

collaborations in pursuit of ESG efforts. Instead, they have either remained silent on

the relationship between ESG and antitrust, as Associate Attorney General Vanita

Gupta did in a recent speech, or focused on environmental questions at early stages

of merger reviews, as the FTC has done.
 

That means that the U.S. risks in of competitor interaction regarding ESG are likely

greater than those in the EU, because traditional principles that prohibit cooperation

among competitors in ways that restrict price, output, or quality, regardless of their

values-based intent, would apply.
 

Indeed, the current U.S. antitrust doctrines most relevant to furthering ESG efforts

are not those involving direct competitor interactions but those involving standard-

setting. Antitrust law generally permits standard-setting organizations to

promulgate voluntary standards, but also looks askance at abuses in standard-

setting that have the effect of limiting competition.

For example, antitrust regulators disfavor standards that purposefully exclude

particular market participants or are designed without input from all market

participants. The result is that properly designed voluntary environmental

certification standards could be permissible in the United States and provide a

mechanism for ESG efforts.
 

Concrete Strategies to Fulfill Goals While Mitigating Risk
 

Companies should follow several strategies in order to fulfill their ESG goals while

mitigating antitrust risk in global operations, strategic acquisitions, interactions with

competitors, and customer/supplier relationships.
 

First, companies should be aware of divergent standards in major jurisdictions. The



EU and the U.S. currently have different approaches to ESG and antitrust issues.

This poses particular complications for multinational companies, which may

ordinarily desire global policies or may ordinarily respond to the business climate in

one jurisdiction when enacting policies in another jurisdiction.
 

Second, companies should consider the impact of strategic acquisitions on their ESG

policies. Agencies on both sides of the Atlantic are attuned to acquisitions that may

undermine the ESG policy of one of the merging parties. In addition, and in a more

technical way, in some cases, an ESG policy may help define a particular market,

which could help or hinder companies in surviving a merger review.
 

Companies contemplating strategic transactions should evaluate whether ESG

policies play a critical role in their products or services. If they do, they should

further analyze whether those policies effectively narrow the market in which they

compete, such that strategic transactions might raise additional antitrust risk, or, on

the other hand, whether ESG policies in fact broaden their competitive landscape,

such that strategic transactions are more likely to survive merger review.

Third, companies must be careful to keep in mind that traditional antitrust principles

regarding competitor interactions are not abrogated because a competitor

interaction is motivated by ESG efforts. The same controls and compliance regimes

that companies have in place for competitor interactions at trade associations and

similar events and organizations should be implemented for ESG-motivated

interactions.
 

To the extent that such competitor interactions occur through a standard-setting

organization, companies should take care to navigate the complex regime of

safeguards that the antitrust agencies have developed over decades to make sure

that standard-setting practices do not harm competition and benefit certain

competitors. This area is of increasing interest and concern because of the push by

certain constituencies to establish voluntary, industry-supported standards and



metrics rather than regulator-mandated standards.

Finally, companies should not be afraid to make independent business decisions

regarding their customers and suppliers on ESG rationales, but should make sure

not to agree with their competitors regarding such decisions. In addition, companies

with significant market share should take heed of exceptions to the general rule that

companies may refuse to deal with others in the marketplace.
 

ESG efforts and the antitrust laws are at times in tension, but with careful planning

and competent counsel, this tension can be navigated while both fulfilling ESG goals

and not running afoul of the antitrust laws' protection of competition and

consumers.
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